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The research on social networks has advanced significantly, which can be attributed 

to the prevalence of the online social websites and instant messaging systems as well 

as the popularity of mobile apps that support easy access to online social networks. 

These social networks are usually characterized by the complex network structures 

and rich contextual information. They now become the key platforms for, among 

others, content dissemination, professional networking, recommendation, alerting, 

and political campaigns. As online social network users perform activities on the 

social networks, they leave data traces of human behavior which allow the latter to 

be studied at scale. There are however a wide range of challenges in analyzing 

human behavior in social networks. Behavior analysis in online social networks spans 

a number of disciplines, across numerous fields in and beyond computer science. For 

example, one would have to involve social network analysis, an area in social science, 

to analyze social relationships, how they evolve and mature over time. The results of 

behavior analysis have important implications on community discovery, anomaly 

detection, and trend prediction, and they can enhance applications in multiple 

domains such as information retrieval, recommendation systems, and trust and 

security. Research in behavior analysis is a fertile ground also for businesses and IT 

industry, as they develop innovative ideas fostering the design of the new generation 

of social network platforms and their services. 

 

This special issue is organized with the purpose of introducing novel research work 

on behavior analysis in social networks. Submissions have come from an open call for 

paper. With the assistance of professional referees, 26 papers are selected after at 

least two rounds of rigorous reviews. These papers cover widely topics related to 

behavior analysis in social network, including social network structure analysis, social 

topic analysis and behavior understanding, social user analysis, social 

recommendation, and social media analysis. We divide the whole special issue into 

the above five parts according to the themes of the papers. 
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